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~ The 'fateful' Constitution of Zimbabwe ~
and
The multiple personality disorder of Robert Mugabe
This article is written to expose the fact that the Constitution 'Paper' raised up by power
hungry men in many a land on earth is the greatest 'sham' or 'scam' imposed by force of
arms upon mortal man. Being a document guaranteeing their enslavement to others and
to the invisible Dark Power of the Source which exists.
This article is also written so as to open the eyes of the unwise who uphold the rulings,
orders, decrees and purported 'laws' contained within 'The fateful Constitution' and
within the multitudes of other supposedly official decrees enabled annually.
These decrees are 'Rules' which bind man and enable his punishment for non
conformity. The Constitution * is exposed by my pen as being a literal 'doctrine of death.'
This article is to also alert everyone to the FACT that any person having any negative
emotions within their soul is a person suffering from the 'Jekyll & Hyde syndrome'
explained within an article written by myself and linked to at the end of this document.
This Treatise of Truth exposes the contra ideological doctrines contained within every
'Constitution' on earth, but is written with Zimbabwe as the example due to the writer
myself having lived in Rhodesia and having followed the 'fate' of so many in that land,
wherein the cruel 'underhand' of the mortal man 'Robert Mugabe' was raised against
those of his own land.
This was due to him being spellbound by a demonic 'curse' placed upon his soul by dark
spirit forces in the manner as revealed by my pen in my Testament to humanity.
The primary result of this curse which still holds his mind 'spellbound' is that he rules
with a despotic dictatorial force backed by force of arms which have caused untold
misery to multitudes of his 'sisters and brothers' in that land as he laid waste their
livelihoods and property and maimed and killed all he perceived as 'in opposition' to
him and his dominating and subjugating demands.
The secondary result of this curse is that he has misled and is yet misleading others into
following a dark religious doctrine which is unconscionable and in contravention of
God's holy "peace & love & mercy & compassion & forgive" Command.
The next consequence accompanying this curse is that the 'youth' who are his followers
all now believe as does he that they stand above and beyond the 'reach' of God's ONE
immutable LAW:
"As you sow so shall ye reap ~ as you do unto others will be done unto you on an
EQUAL and thus 'eye for an eye' basis."
I can state quite categorically that his belief of superiority or ignorance of God's superior
Law is absolute error.
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A doctrine or 'belief' as contained within the Zimbabwe Constitution as well as those of
other 'Western' nations is the 'Freedom of religion' clause Section 4 which supposedly
guarantees the liberty to live by ones conscience, belief or ideology and NOT be
persecuted, enslaved, tortured or killed.
But also contained within said Constitution is another contra doctrine countermanding
said freedoms, ref.: Sections 4.38 & 4.39 by 'limiting' your 'belief' in a so called 'justifiable'
manner.
This actually means that The Constitutional document is a living lie which not only
cannot protect you but is in fact the document which authorises your subjugation and
punishment and enslavement unto ITS proponents.
Why or 'how so'?
Because the wording within the Constitution is so 'loose or tight' as to simply overrule
any freedoms or rights clauses, and anyone living as an absolute pacifist and doing
their best to live in peace as commanded by THE CREATOR is terrorised and subjugated
by Mugabe's gun toting forces and misled members of the public.
This Treatise exposes the very 'grave' spiritual danger to all involved who condone,
support, fund by taxes or vote for any man or Constitutional Authority. Why? Because
they become complicit to all iniquity carried out in their name and on their behalf by
those empowered by said Constitution OR head 'honcho' and, - - Foolish indeed are those who through ignorance 'deed' away their material and spiritual
freedoms TO any person OR piece of 'white' paper which legitimises their enslavement
TO the dictates of other deluded or ignorant mortal men posing as a 'legitimate'
Authority.
I say that GOD is THE Authority, not mortal man.
My PRIMARY reason for writing this Treatise for God is to break the 'spell' binding man
to the dictates of other mortals as well as opening the eyes of the unwise, such as
Mugabe and all worldly politicians and their armed forces, to the point where they can
begin to see the 'SPEAR' they have invoked which is coming their way as they ahead are
forced to suffer and PAY for every drop of BLOOD which they so arrogantly and
foolishly spilt.
Yes, this agony is to continue on and on and ON in the underworld forever unless the
individual can break the spell of 'V' for vendetta and merciless retribution which is
wielded through their minds by invisible demonic forces who control their psyche from
afar.
Brother 'Robert Mugabe,' your intelligence (your mind) is in fact controlled by
unforgiving and merciless spirit people living in far distant lands, and ONLY I have the
POWER to 'dispel' the spell blinding and binding YOU and others of your ilk, who
perceive themselves as the 'elite' wearing silk.
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Beware, for the time left for you on earth is short indeed and unless you READ what is
said to YOU by our God through me, you will ahead BURN in liquid fire for an eternity
'brother.' So please let me assist you to amend your ways before your last day here.
The Dark forceful power of God
The 'fruit' of the Tree of evil (knowledge thereof)
There is an invisible POWER in every land which mortal man neither sees nor
understands. It is the dark and forceful underhand energy of God which pervades every
land (realm) upon which 'sinful' man did or yet does 'plod' which exist outside of the
pure Light of Heaven.
It is the powerful dark emotional energy comprised of vanity, pride, greed,
vindictiveness, criticism, jealousy, hatred, anger, fear etc., which JUSTIFY man into
being IT in action in the individual's interaction with others whom IT 'deems' as
unworthy in some way and in need of ITS 'correction.'
It is that which enables the punitive aspect of God (Itself) to RULE as IT metes out
ITS/God's Law of merciless retribution upon all who daily continue to defy HIM (God)
and His Command of "Peace & love & mercy & forgive" etc.
This invisible POWER is invoked by men who are vain and proud with voices loud who
hold God's Command in disdain, for they seek to be as God. As said, they are vain and
they are seduced by feelings of absolute power enabled by demonic 'witch doctors' from
long ago who silently 'sow' their evil spells TELEPATHICALLY within the minds of the
unwary of this world.
All unwary souls of mortal man or spirit people who fell below ARE used to dominate
and control and subjugate and harm others by the 'spell-binding' thoughts emanating
from the SNAKE, being the 'hypnotic' spellbinding thoughts of the Serpent who RULES
the invisible world (Hell) and HE the dark punitive force of the Source (God) is selfempowered to DECEIVE and make all His followers eternally grieve.
"WHO are His followers"?
They are those many warmongers such as Caesar, Hitler, Attila the Hun, Mussolini
AND Zimbabwe's 'Lodzi' who ruled using force of arms and fell into the PIT of oblivion,
as did and yet do millions of others who fell/fall from 'grace,' being everyone who
defies their God as does Mugabe today.
Yes, multitudes defy their God as they interfere in the lives of everyone and dictate,
injure, steal or tax, impoverish and destroy others. All have minds 'Under siege' to THE
DARK which justifies their iniquity for the sole purpose of dragging THEM down into
ITS hellish space as IT uses them to be ITS retributive arm.
"HOW is this accomplished"?
It is accomplished TELEPATHICALLY as the Serpent via the mind of mortal men
invokes a document which appears to give IT authenticity and 'validity,' as ITS wording
promises freedoms, support, protection and much more but, - - - IT also gives ITSELF
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(Its texts) the RIGHT and power to RULE you and all AND the RIGHT to use force of
arms to govern you in defiance of God. *
Note: defiance of God. * - It is forbidden by God for any of His children to
use His forceful dark energy in their interaction with others.
The apparent 'legitimacy' of this document is so 'brilliant' that IT also appears or is
assumed to be able to even nullify or abrogate the LAW of GOD of all persons
supporting or funding or implementing ITS 'unholy' decrees.
The 'paper' is so 'brilliantly' worded that IT appears to be beyond 'reproach' and ITS
officials and serving officers are by ITS words permitted to do 'terrible' things to you
and you and YOU and as said, there is the assumption that during ones 'duty' to the
State, the individual is given IMMUNITY from God's 'eye for an eye' Law by the
Constitutional document. This is ERROR of belief.
To put it bluntly, as the Constitutional DOCUMENT 'permits' iniquity and in FACT
forces ITS operatives to live by a conflicting code of conduct to that Commanded by
God, that it IS a 'fateful' document leading humanity to the Abyss as did the 'Pied piper'
lead his followers astray.
As said, the Constitution document 'paper' is what legitimises absolute DOMINATION
of everyone which ITS 'mercenary forces' * control within their allotted 'precincts.'
Note: Mercenary forces * - Being any person being paid '30 pieces of silver'
to defy God and go forth over the land interfering, subjugating, injuring,
punishing or killing other children of God.
Mercenary forces * - Extends to any 'Chief or sub Chief' living in a village
who demands a 'payment' from his 'subjects' as an annual 'Mafiosi' tax fee
to protect them from his 'wrath' which they would incur if they refuse to
meet his 'taxing' demands.
The Constitutional document is so 'brilliant' and apparently 'democratic' that the forces
men upholding ITS decrees go forth WILLINGLY believing it to be an honourable duty
in doing ITS 'bidding.'
Those 'living' as Mugabe AND all the other Kings, Queens, Emperors etc., are truly
'spellbound' by the incredible 'god like' POWER bequeathed unto them by the SERPENT
via the 'fateful' Constitution IT raised UP telepathically via the VAIN in every land.
The Constitution enables THE LAW OF THE BEAST:
"Do what thou wilt is the whole of the law."
"For I 'THE BEAST am THE LAW"
"Those who 'work' for ME to subjugate or brutalise their enemies will rest in
peace in heaven as I grant them IMMUNITY"
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Why did IT so STATE?
So that IT could 'drink the blood' of sinners endlessly without mortals even being aware
of what was taking place SPIRITUALLY. Being that as they used ITS dark energy in
their interaction with others, that said ENERGY contaminated their souls more and
more thus 'guaranteeing' their 'fall' from grace and they also accrue a very painful
spiritual due within ITS 'eye for an eye' LAW.
None are 'aware' that THE SERPENT is the ultimate DECEIVER & LIAR, and that every
person upholding or supporting or funding said 'organisation' is defiant of their God
and unknowingly placing themselves within the punitive aspect of God's LAW and thus
enabling the Serpent to control and injure them more and more as IT is the retributive
'arm' of God.
Why is it that I use 'Robert Mugabe' the mortal man of 'statehood' of Zimbabwe as my
focal point today? Because he is the African 'Spear' who had a spell placed over his mind
a very long time ago by an invisible 'sorcerer' abiding in the UNDERWORLD who is
SEEN by me, but who has NO NAME and only I have the POWER to 'dis-spell' the spell
binding 'Robert' or any other vain or arrogant or ignorant mortal.
So, - - - it is MY intent to get him (Robert) to 'awaken' and see that the 'sorcerer' used him
to destroy his 'own' Nation as he and his savage 'cohorts' caused untold misery and
destruction and injury upon his 'own' people who he had 'sworn' to PROTECT
according to THE LAW.
Only a 'cursed' or insane man would or could so DO say I the messenger of the MOST
HIGH, and at all times HE Robert strutted around vainly as a 'peacock' playing 'god'
and, - - - justifying in his mind all his 'murderous' misdeeds was the spell woven by the
satanic sorcerer.
This 'spell' is so powerful that Its 'curse' also contaminates the minds and souls of all his
officials and serving officers who also 'blindly' do ITS bidding as they ride ITS 'wave
like' crest seeing NOT that IT soon will 'break' and 'crash' sucking them ALL into ITS
Dark and terrifying fold.
Only the power of Light and ITS enlightenment flowing through my pen has the capacity
to dispel the 'myths' that bind the minds of egotistical mortals who see not that they are
NOT God.
Our God is now to 'delouse' legislators and 'heads' of any ruling 'house' of man who will
all now stumble and crumble as abject FEAR is felt within them. The fear is a part of the
SIN in mortal men who forgot God's GREATER PLAN. The plan for eternal beauty,
wonderment, joy, happiness, freedom, love and happiness which ONLY exists in His 'heavenly
paradise,' a place only attained by the PURE OF HEART.
My Treatise of Truth is not a 'revolt' against the beliefs or 'ways' of man, it is a sublime
revelation to uplift the consciousness of all mankind, and to any seeking to TAX you
saying:
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"I am ordering you to pay my government fiscal demands and if you do
not then I will reprimand you and punish you and possibly evict you or
banish you from society."
You respond 'bravely' saying:
"NO my brother, I cannot fund the extortionist and controlling ways of
your institutional officers and neither can I fund their interference in the
lives of our sisters and brothers and neither can I support your injurious
warring ways.
NO, my brother, for I do not believe in causing harm or loss or deprivation
of liberty, nor do I seek the 'protection' of your armed men for I am a man
of peace and ONLY rely on God.
So please now AMEND YOUR WAYS and IF you wish to 'crucify' me then
remember, - - - you will be also crucifying your own self for God's Law IS
immutable and, - - I can only fund benign community effort directly and only pay for the
services which I need or wish to support as a free giving contribution to
others.
Please amend your ways today for God's messenger is here and the gates of
Heaven OR the 'pits of Hell' are VERY NEAR."
I add for you the reader: You are beholden to NO mortal man, only to God and your
own soul.
Men of every land with their 'ordering' words issued either verbally OR via their
directives raised up as legislation are in fact forcing people (through fear of retribution)
to live in contravention of God's Command.
As all can now see, there are men who actually believe that a piece of 'white' paper
enshrined by themselves or others as being The Sovereign Authority to be obeyed, can
in some way replace GOD as THE SOVEREIGN AUTHORITY to be OBEYED.
This is foolishness or ignorance or arrogance indeed, for it falsely empowers legislators,
enforcers and the judiciary to believe what they are doing is RIGHT, seeing NOT that
they are walking in the DARK and daily accruing a very painful karmic debt indeed.
God said: "Judge not lest ye be so judged by ME"
Evil flourishes when 'good' men take up arms to oppose evil. Seeing not that in so doing,
they are the evil (dark energy) in action against the other and themselves defiant of God
and placing themselves within the 'eye for an eye' punitive aspect of God's Law.
It is the time to understand that 'evil' or dictatorial men must not be confronted,
vanquished or forcefully removed or destroyed. Their demands must simply be ignored
and the enlightened must simply try and educate them and help them to see reason.
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Failing this, then simply leave then to GOD, as YOU go your way in peace and forgive
them their trespasses against you.
I have said much, but in order to assist in the reprogramming of your mind I will repeat
and say more.
The 'whole' purpose of someone deciding to elevate a document and naming IT and ITS
content as being "The Authority" to be obeyed, simply means, that they will use said
document as their 'instrument' to dominate and RULE and ENSLAVE and extort endless
TAXES - fees - duty - licences - fines etc., from your purse. (Mafiosi EXTORTION backed
by threat, coercion and force of arms)
To say or imply that as they gave you the right to vote for a man as leader that your
involvement is democratic and you will live in freedom is an absolute LIE, for in FACT
the Constitutional document in their minds (the officers of state) is legitimising your
subservience to their every wish and whim.
The spiritual FACT is that the REAL ordering voice backing every dictatorial command
or Constitution is the Dark Sovereign Power (God) the Source using the minds of the
VAIN and arrogant to 'bind' every sinner and keep them living in a manner contrary to
the precepts of the command of the Sovereign LIGHT because; "Everyone who defied God
IN THE FIRST INSTANCE does NOT deserve to breathe, eat food, drink water or LIVE." (Says
our God on high)
It is thus that as the individual uses God's dark energy essence the individual sees NOT
that their Creator becomes their 'enemy' AND their destroyer and truly, anyone who
FAILS to comprehend what I give to humanity from THE LIGHT will most certainly
'Die in their sin' in the manner revealed by my pen.
I now return to 'Mugabe,' for there are other despots like him who also state that they
'live' according to their 'Constitutional law' but in fact their 'spell-bound' minds simply
keep them 'listening' to the whisperings of the Serpent, being ITS thoughts which they
are mentally and emotionally FORCED to OBEY and, - - They as Mugabe send forth their 'troops' to do their personal bidding. Yes, Mugabe's
'curse' is so strong that his God given 'conscience' is simply set aside so to speak, and
thus 'voided' by the powerful JUSTIFICATION of the Dark ENERGY flowing though his
veins and heart.
Truly, these unconscionable 'infidel' NON-believers in peace & love & mercy need every
ounce of our COMPASSION, for their trials and tribulations already accrued are soon
to commence in the DARK wastelands of agonising torture and travail below.
If YOU do NOT 'wish' to follow them to that place of disgrace and NO name, then you
had better 'believe' ME the only ONE who into every invisible realm can SEE.
It is NOT your professed religion or belief that takes your spirit UP or DOWN, it is
simply a matter of the energetic VIBRATION of your INNER ENERGY.
The more DARK energy (sin) you drew in (draw in) due to any negative or injurious
interaction with others, the more you 'cloud' your inner LIGHT, and the DARK energy
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you use grows within as a 'cancer' and coarsens your energy vibration and is what takes
you IRRESISTIBLY to the level of consciousness of THE ENERGY. No person can resist
the PULL of their inner energy for IT is God's energy and IT is in control, NOT you.
You ONLY enter the pure Light when your soul is free of every speck of dark energy.
(Negative emotions) you ONLY become free of dark inner energy when you OBEY
God's words through ME. (Absolute pacifism - turn the other cheek - go as a lamb to the
slaughter - NON-retaliation in the face of adversity) AND, in order to do that 'bidding' you
will need a strong MIND free of any 'curse.')
The 'spell' binding 'brother' Robert is also a curse placed upon the soul of every ignorant
mortal to a lesser or greater degree, for ALL now believe in their 'right' to defy God and
make others grieve and not have to pay the 'blood price' within God's Supreme Law.
Woe and more woe is now to descend upon ALL mortals as insanity erupts VIA the sin
in man, (negative emotions) and the Serpent metes out divine retribution through the
mind and hand of the vain, arrogant and ignorant who THEN will fail their final test
and fall and literally 'die in their sin,' and BE forgotten for an eternity.
The Power and VOICE behind my pen states;
"NEVER abuse any of MY children as along you daily stroll and NEVER pay others to
protect you, for in so doing they are causing pain to MY children ON YOUR BEHALF."
As every Constitution HAS a 'doctrine' it follows that of itself IT is the 'basis of & base'
RULES of a religious 'Order.' For its officials (high priests) have the belief in ITS
'superiority' over ALL else.
As the rules (commandments) invoked by legislation are controlling and punitive, it
follows that the IDEOLOGY is in contravention of the Command of GOD:
"Peace, love, mercy, compassion and forgive thine enemy" etc., and, - - Although all its adherents ARE entitled to defy or deny or ignore said Command of
God, they can NEVER revoke nor nullify the Supreme Law of God:
"As you sow so shall ye reap on an equal and thus 'eye for an eye' basis."
It follows that all the suffering, control, extortion, punishment, injury, destruction of
property, killing, restriction of free movement etc., meted out IN THE NAME OF THE
RELIGION (Government institution Constitution) must BE suffered by ITS 'followers'
within the immutable Law of God. The fulfilment of said LAW is NOW to be IMPOSED
upon humanity in the manner revealed by my pen on my main web pages.
IT needs to be clearly understood, that everyone has accrued 'some' debts to God, and
THE DARK ENERGY used knows EXACTLY what 'each' needs to receive at the hands
of the merciless IN ORDER for It (the energy) to balance ITS 'Scales of Justice' and in so
doing, set YOU free so that you then can move forwards and upwards to the Light.
No Religion nor Constitution nor doctrine voids God's Command nor God's LAW.
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God's Constitution (Page 213 Book 1 of 9 - The Testament of Truth) states;
~ God’s Constitution ~
Every earthly Constitution is “unwise,” they all ‘deny’ our God of the skies who says :
“The only “safe” Constitution is MY WAY, that of :
Being loving each day.
It is up to no man to decide how any other will on earth stride. It is for no man to
say: ‘I am elected democratically, thus heed my say.’ Every politician or ‘blue blooded’
king is a megalomaniac dictator who will ‘sting’ their enemies over the sea if they
‘think’ that they 'overpowered' may be.
Children, I your God do speak. Your ‘personal’ freedom must you all seek, and
you only attain it one way as said, by being ‘loving’* in every way.
In whatever country you live you must be respectful to all and ‘GIVE’ of what you
have to others each day.
IT is MY Constitutional way. Any of you who try to IT avoid for sure now all fall
into the VOID, for in the ‘guise’ of ‘the majority’ you did one elect and his
controlling 'rules' did say : “All must do it our way, or you’ll reflect upon what to you
we’ll do if to our command you follow not through,” and that control over you is
negative and enslaving.
Try and now see your way clear and to My fresh WORDS draw personally near.
You ‘may’ people elect but not to you control or protect, only to assist the
disbursement of funds you freely give so that others ‘elsewhere’ can happier live.
Other than this, each goes their OWN way, doing what they are inspired to by ME
each day, and whatever any other does do, you personally just be - respectful, kind
and true."
"Any who heed not My call to be loving will die."
That is the message from your Creator up high.
Added NOTE; The dark energy essence of the Source (God) exists and is simply what it
IS. A powerful force which God forbids man to use because God created man to BE a
living DELIGHT in his sight, and God knows that IF anyone is so arrogant as to defy
Him and use His DARK energy that its 'web' will entrap them forever.
This has been the 'case' to date, and ONLY now does God give mankind a moment in
time to reflect so that if ANY ONE in this or any realm outside the Pure Light wishes to
be saved from eternal damnation then they have a chance to amend their ways before
the LAST DAY.
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I can only ADVISE you that once you have any speck of dark energy within you then IT
is what gives YOU feelings of INVINCIBILITY. Why? Because IT (dark energy) IS
invincible and indestructible, but man's spirit soul when invaded by IT become ITS
subject and IT is totally destructive towards ANY seeking to emulate ITS Power and
Authority.
My spiritual brother Robert Mugabe, why not look deeply at yourself in a mirror and
say;
"Maybe soon my spirit departs the flesh and I will have NO army of men to
protect me as there will ONLY be God and my enemies who will be all around
me.
Being those whom my forces 'tortured and decimated' and thought we had
killed. But in FACT I now realise that their spirit souls are ALIVE and now await
for my arrival in the underworld and they are many indeed who will be waiting
to torture me.
Maybe I truly wish to amend my ways and be released from the curse placed
over me so that I can become 'sane' before I pass over into the next world. A place
where I can pay my dues and educate others and eventually become free IF the
'curse' is fully lifted from me before I go that way. For once in that place my mind
will be overpowered even more if I am still spellbound.
Why do I not immediately resign my 'post' and appoint NO 'successor' but
simply walk away and take a trip to Tasmania. I can visit my brother Terence
alone or with a friend and ask him to help me to prepare for what is to BE, so that
as a true son of God I can become as a friendly rabbit to those of all races and
colour rather than continue to be as a lion disrupting everyone I see as prey."
Yes Robert, you need to spend a little time with me because even though you have to
face the Wrath of THE FATHER, I can assure you and every errant that their Mother
being the Creative LIGHT who created us all will always love you, and it is HER
Wisdom flowing through me, and SHE wishes you to now be a courageous man and
lead the way forwards for other errant people to follow.
Robert, I can tell you ONE thing. All the gold and diamonds or $$ in the world cannot
set you free mentally or emotionally. It can ONLY be done by God's Light flowing
through me for I am a spirit medium empowered by God's love, and I am also God's
'dove' with much Wisdom to impart.
Just ask your own 'mind' if I speak truth or otherwise. If the answer is 'NO,' then for sure
for eternity you burn below. If 'Yes,' that I speak truth, then it shows us both that there is
yet a small spark of Light within you that has the capacity to help you come to me. Your
choice 'bro.'
Dear Robert and every reader, the DARK energy is worse than any 'Black Widow'
spider, and the strands of ITS 'web' are unbreakable. Its intelligence and cunning and
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deception is incomprehensible and immeasurable. It IS God's energy which is also
indestructible.
Once you use IT and infuse your soul with IT, one cannot cut it out with a knife. It can
only be drawn out with the power of the Light.
Man sees not that when he plans and plots and schemes to pull the other down, that he
is in fact being inspired by the DARK energy which is behind all 'skulduggery' with its
accompanying punitive, invasive, controlling and destructive effort.
Man sees not that when they raise UP a dominating document, that IT is inspired by the
Dark aspect of the Source, and those invoking IT have in the first instance assumed their
right to so do and to impose ITS doctrine upon others.
Let us all now simply go our way in peace and OBEY the ONE who IS the rightful
Sovereign Power. The LIGHT of God, not any man or doctrine of man.
When man seeks to dominate others it is simply the DARK seeking to impose ITS
strictures upon mortals for their erring ways, and this it does via the vain and ignorant
and very unwise. As you can now see, everyone 'following' the 'subjugator' becomes
bound more and more and more via taxing and punitive decrees to the point NOW that
you cannot:
1 - Buy or sell without first paying IT a fee. (IT - The Dark system)
2 - Build or demolish a building without first paying IT a fee.
3 - Manufacture any goods or supply any services without first paying IT a fee.
The 'spider's web' has entrapped everyone who can now be 'legitimately' punished for
failing to pay IT a fee before they even drink a glass of water out of a river, if that 'act' is
so legislated.
Total Polarisation of ideological belief.
Soon now there will be a total polarisation of doctrine, belief, conscience or otherwise
resulting from the emotional and mental state of man. Some will become totally arrogant,
disrespectful, merciless, cruel, cold, hard, unforgiving, vengeful and destructive and the others
will be warm, inviting, calm, respectful, merciful, peaceful, loving, forgiving and kind, and they
will assist the needy as well as those of the other 'ilk' as they 'fall' into hard times.
Absolute pacifism by those bowing to God as head of house v/s those who vote FOR and
FUND any organisation or person whose conduct is in contravention of the precepts of
God's Command.
Those who follow the controlling ways of man seek protection by force of arms and
defence against their enemies, and they support the invasion of others lands and others
being attacked, injured, killed and vanquished.
All persons following 'man' are ON the road to eternal travail, loss and suffering, and
are ON the road to perdition. This document is raised UP so that YOU the individual
can come to a personally informed decision as to your next move.
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Follow God and ONLY fund benign community effort and NEVER disturb the peace of
the land OR, - - - you may continue to vote for man and fund man's iniquitous ways and
literally GO TO HELL being the ONLY alternative.
It is now the TIME to quickly protect your MIND and SOUL but NOT your flesh.
Change of allegiance
In your mind is our God 'head of house' or, is it the flag, nation, president, king,
politicians and their rules in a book.? Any document legitimising the control and
subjugation of any of God's children is the works of the Serpent.
YOU the individual also need to comprehend the utter waste of community funds
through warfare, interference, control and everything else, by 'self-ordained' overlords.
Every Constitution on earth is an ILLEGAL document and all those upholding IT and
ITS doctrinal ways ARE anarchists.
Note: - Anarchist - Guilty of Treason against the State of Heaven and punishable
by SPIRITUAL DEATH

As the whole world gears up for RETRIBUTION using YOU and your funding support,
you have a serious decision to make.
Wake UP - this IS the Last Call
I AM the Spirit of Truth - Terence
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